
Hello 
Welcome to RS Web Design Agency a agency dedicated to create an engaging 

online experience for your organization. Before we begin here’s a little bit of 
background just to reassure you that we’re the perfect fit for your vision.



RSWeb Design Agency

Rocketing your company to success through  
engaging & immersive web experiences.

Contact Info: 

Robert Williams, Founder

rob@rswebdesignagency.com



Who is  RS Web Design Agency


First A Very Brief Introduction

We are a digital web agency exclusively using 

Webflow and artificial intelligence to create engaging  
immersive online experiences for our clients.
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This is where it all begins. Every project we do begins with adeep dive 


into the project scope to make sure we’re aligned onpriorities and 


goals for each phase of the project.

Kickoff & Discovery

We begin with a kickoff and discovery workshop involving you and key stakeholders. This session helps us grasp 

your core strategy, current position, and future goals. We'll refine existing strategies, establish a unique brand 

voice, and structure messaging hierarchies. These insights guide the development of your story, brand guidelines, 

visual identity, and website. The outcomes of this session shape our shared goals and inform the subsequent 

project scope. Building upon any existing positioning and strategy work, we collaboratively establish a robust 

foundation for designing and developing your website and online experience.
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In this phase, we will concept and design a fresh visual identity


for your company, as it pertains to new design of the website.

Visual Identity  & Art Direction

In a crowded market dominated by established brands, standing out and building trust is essential. 

Your visual brand is key to making that impact first impression and enticing potential customers to 

explore further. Your company needs a distinctive and adaptable visual identity that communicates 

your uniqueness and can evolve as your business grows in the years to come.
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Here, we will concept design & develop a website that


showcases your company and what it has to offer in a


compelling, visually engaging way.

Website Design & Development

This site serves as your crucial first impression for potential customers, partners, and the press. It 

integrates your visual identity and strategy to create a compelling narrative for your target audience.


Our process includes discovery, initial design proposals, feedback integration, design approval, and 

responsive execution on Webflow. We prioritize compatibility across devices and browsers, ensuring 

your site performs seamlessly.


Our design and development teams collaborate to bring your visual identity to life, addressing any 

interactive or usability issues that may arise.
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Web Design Process

Stage 1 : Scoping



Stage 2 : Sitemap



Stage 3 : Mockup



Stage 4 : Programming



Stage 5 : Content & Testing



Stage 6 : Go Live



Stage 7 : Digital Intergration

Here is a detailed rundown of our design process



Our design process

 Scoping: 

Review current website, define new site focus, workflow, content, 
competitor research, and pricing agreement

 Sitemap: 

Create and approve the sitemap based on the finalized scope

 Mockup:

 Design the home page and other relevant sections, finalizing layout, flow, 
fonts, and colors

 Programming:

 Code front-end and back-end on a staging server, ensuring mobile 
responsiveness and functionality

 Content and Testing: 

Add real content, test each section's functionality

 Go Live:

 Upon your full approval, migrate the site to the live server for global access

 Digital Integration:

 Implement Google Analytics, Facebook Pixel, Google Tag Manager, and 
more.
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Design & Development



Estimated Timeline
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Scope

1. Kickoff & discovery

2. Visual identity

3. Website design & development

Website go-live

=
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Because we exclusively use Webflow to design and 

develop our websites this allows us to complete 


projects in a fraction of the time it would normally

take to go from concept to go-live. Our average 

project completion time is between 4-8 weeks. 

Quick Project Completion



The actual cost of  your  website depends upon the 


specific requirements of a website including the


number of pages, features, functionality, etc requested in 


the scope.



Here is a tentative pricing to give you an idea about the 
cost of our services



$5,000 - $11,000 per website

- 3 Page Custom Designed Website


- Device Responsive (Mobile Friendly)


 (each section editable from admin panel)


- Lo-Fi & Hi-Fi Mockups


- SiteMap Submission


- Google Tag Manager Integration


- Google Analytics & Facebook Pixel Integration


- Website Management Tutorial


-Copywriting


Our Pricing 

Tentative Pricing

Best Seller Package: US$6750
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Think of us as your go-to Webflow experts who are 


always at the ready when your team is inundated 

with work. Let’s create synergistic magic!

Our Services

Other Services

Webflow Assurance Program

Figma/XD to Webflow

Is the client requesting a boatload of changes 


to their site? New pages, performance tweaks, etc. 


No problem we’re here and ready to work.

High-Fidelity prototypes turned true-to-design


Webflow websites backed by experience, quality, & care.

Migration to Webflow

Orchestrate moves to Webflow. From information 

architecture to 301’s, migrate clients without worry
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Our Pricing

1st month is free

Website Management

Website 
Management
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Webflow Assurance

Through our Webflow Assurance program we provided proactive 

issue detection, mobile responsiveness, and custom development 

solutions that set us apart, ensuring your website remains secure, 

up-to-date, and aligned with your evolving needs. We offer not just 

maintenance, but a partnership that lets you focus on your core 

business while we take care of your digital presence.

-Regular Updates and Enhancements


-Security and Backup 


-Optimized Performance


-Content Management 


-Proactive Issue Detection


-Website Hosting



$700/Month

Incorporating our website management service, 

known as "Webflow Assurance," into the equation.



Artificial Intelligence 

Key Benefits

AI Chatbot


Integration
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Human-Like AI Chatbot

-24/7 Customer Service: 


Provide round-the-clock customer support, taking product 
orders, and answering common queries even when the lounge 

is closed.



Efficient Order Taking:


 Streamline the order-taking process, reducing errors and 
enhancing order accuracy.



Product Recommendations: 


They can suggest products based off of the questions the user 
answers via the AI chatbot.



Event Booking: 


By assisting customers in booking and reserving their slots 
for events



Feedback Collection: 


Gather feedback from customers about their experience at 
the lounge or about current products.






US$1500

Implementing a chatbot into the website workflow 

not only enhances customer satisfaction but also 

significantly contributes to increasing profit margins. 



Why Choose Us

So, why choose us? It's not just our dedication to clarity, but the 

depth of our commitment to your business. While others might offer 

confusing pricing structures or nickel-and-dime you for every 

update, we're here to build a partnership based on trust and results. 



Choosing RS Web Design Agency ensures you receive the best 

value for your investment – top-tier services tailored to your needs, 

all under a single, straightforward rate. We go beyond just 

designing websites; we're nurturing your digital growth.





Streamlined from beginning to end
Keep scrolling to check out some of our work created with Webflow



















Well Qualified doctors
Treat with care

+9715123871325
Contact no

Book an appointment
Online appointment

We care 

about your health
Good health is the state of mental, physical and social well being

and it does not just mean absence of diseases.

Watch videos

Sign up

Book an appointment

Become member of our hospital community?

Find a doctor

Name of Doctor Speciality Availability Search

Well equipped lab Online Appointment Call CenterEmergency Ambulance

Our Medical Services
We are dedicated to serve you


 best medical services

Meet our Doctors
Well  qualified doctors are ready to serve you

See more

Let’s see what our happy patients says

Patients Testimonial

Written by our experts

Our Latest Articles

Get latest news of our hospital

Subscribe To Our Newsletter

Thanks for all the services, 

no doubt it is the best hospital.

Thanks for all the services, 

no doubt it is the best hospital.

Thanks for all the services, 

no doubt it is the best hospital.

Sara Ali Khan Simon Targett Sara Ali Khan
Cardiologist Patient Neurologist Patient Cardiologist Patient

For Newsletter

Enter your email here Subscribe

About Us

Press

Company

Technolgy

Services

Contact Us

Providers

Locations

Insurance 

Guidelines 

How Exercise Is The Key To Youth

As we all get older finding the fountain 
of youth has become something we’d 
all like to stumble across. Learn how 
exercise can reverse the clock and 
reduce aging. See more

The Benefits Of A Health Tracker

The benefits of a health tracker are 
tremendous. From knowing your resting 
heart rate to finding out the amount of 
oxygen inside your blood stream. Learn 
more about the benefits of using a 
health tracker. 

The Benefits Of Fruit In Your Diet

Having the correct amount of fruit 
servings on your diet can be beneficial 
to keeping your immune system up to 
par to fight some of the most common 
viruses.

See more

See more

Dr. Robert Henry
Cardiologist

(102)

Book an Appointment

Dr. Robert Henry
Cardiologist

(102)

Book an Appointment

Gynologist

Dr. Sharina Khan

(116)

Book an Appointment

Available

Child Specialist

Dr. Sanjeev Kapoor

(72)

Book an Appointment

Available

Neurologist

Dr. Harry Littleton

(97)

Book an Appointment

AvailableAvailable

The Only Name You Can Trust 

We are the name synonymous with the 
gold standard in healthcare always 
providing above average service by the 
best healthcare professionals.

Careocity Follow Us

Get Careocity In Your ERCareocity Who We Help Company Press Contact  Us







Taking on new projects now!

Schedule a Call Shoot Us a Email

Schedule a call to learn more

https://calendly.com/rs-media-group/rswebagencyintro?month=2022-12
mailto:rob@rswebdesignagency.com

